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Today we’ll finish talking about the data streaming model with a discussion of how to compute
second moments. We will see that this is a (weak) form of dimension reduction. Next we will
discuss how to reduce the dimensionality of a point set while (almost) maintaining all distances.

1 Computing F2 in the Streaming Model

Recall the streaming model with arrivals and departures. Each update was either (add, e) or
(delete, e), where e is some element in the universe U . We defined x ∈ R|U | to the current vector
of counts, i.e., xi is the number of times element i ∈ U was seen. Last time we showed how to
compute ‖x‖0, the number of indices of x which are non-zero.

Today we want to estimate

‖x‖2 =

√√√√
|U |∑

i=1

x2i .

This is the “second moment” of the stream, and is often called the “surprise number” (since it
captures how uneven the data is). This is also the size of the self-join. Clearly we can store the
entire vector x and compute this. But that approach requires storing |U | counts. How to compute
this in small space?

To avoid keeping that square-root sign floating around, let us define

F2 := ‖x‖22 =
∑

i

x2i .

Note that F2 is a function of x. Also, let us define D := |U |, the number of elements in the universe.

Here’s an algorithm:

Pick a random hash function from some hash family H mapping U → {−1,+1}.
Maintain counter C, which starts off at zero.

On update (add, i) ∈ U, increment the counter C → C + h(i).
On update (delete, i) ∈ U, decrement the counter C → C − h(i).
On query about the value of F2, reply with C2.

Aside: This estimator is often called the “tug-of-war” estimator: the hash function randomly partitions
the elements into two parties (those mapping to 1, and those to −1), and the counter keeps the difference
between the sizes of the two parties.

1.1 The Analysis

Hence, having seen the stream that results in the frequency vector x ∈ Z|U |≥0 , the counter will have
the value C =

∑
i xi h(i).

1.1.1 Properties of the Hash Family

What randomness do we need from h? We will need the following:
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• Prh←H [h(i) = 1] = Prh←H [h(i) = −1] = 1
2 .

• H is 4-universal (and hence also 2-universal). This means that for i 6= j,

E[h(i)h(j)] = E[h(i)] · E[h(j)]

and for all distinct i, j, k, l, we have

E[h(i)h(j)h(k)h(l)] = E[h(i)] · E[h(j)] · E[h(k)] · E[h(l)]. (1)

1.1.2 The Expectation

Does E[C2] at least have the right expectation? It does:

E[C2] = E[
∑

i,j

(h(i)xi · h(j)xj)] =
∑

i,j

xixjE[(h(i) · h(j))]

=
∑

i

x2iE[h(i) · h(i)] +
∑

i 6=j

∑

i,j

xixjE[h(i)] · E[h(j)]

=
∑

i

x2i = F2.

So in expectation we are correct!

1.1.3 The Variance

Recall that Var(C2) = E[(C2)2]− E[C2]2, so let us calculate

E[(C2)2] = E[
∑

p,q,r,s

h(p)h(q)h(r)h(s)xpxqxrxs] =

=
∑

p

x4pE[h(p)4] + 6
∑

p<q

x2px
2
qE[h(p)2h(q)2] + other terms

=
∑

p

x4p + 6
∑

p<q

x2px
2
q .

This is because all the other terms have expectation zero. Why? The terms like E[h(p)h(q)h(r)h(s)]
where p, q, r, s are all distinct, all become zero because of 4-universality. Terms like E[h(p)2h(r)h(s)]
become zero for the same reason. It is only terms like E[h(p)2h(q)2] and E[h(p)4] that survive, and
since h(p) ∈ {−1, 1}, they have expectation 1.

So
Var(C2) =

∑

p

x4p + 6
∑

p<q

x2px
2
q − (

∑

p

x2p)
2 = 4

∑

p<q

x2px
2
q ≤ 2E[C2]2.

What does Chebyshev say then?

Pr[|C2 − E[C2]| > εE[C2]] ≤ Var(C2)

(εE[C2])2
≤ 2

ε2
.

Not that hot: since ε is usually less than 1, the RHS usually more than 1.
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1.1.4 Now to Reduce the Variance

But if we take a collection of k such independent counters C1, C2, . . . , Ck, and given a query, take

their average C = 1
k

∑
iCi, and return C

2
. The expectation of the average remains the same, but

the variance falls by a factor of k. And we get

Pr[|C2 − E[C
2
]| > εE[C

2
]] ≤ Var(C

2
)

(εE[C
2
])2
≤ 2

kε2
.

So, our probability of error on any query is at most δ if we take k = 2
ε2δ

.

In summary: if we keep k = 2
ε2δ

independent counters, each one just uses a 4-universal hash function
(which requires O(logU) random bits to store), then we are correct on any query with probability
1− δ.

1.2 A Matrix View of our Estimator

Here’s a equivalent, convenient way of looking at this estimator. Take a matrix S of dimensions
k × D, where D = |U |. Observe that S is a fat short matrix, since k = O(ε−2δ−1) is small and
D = |U | is huge.

Now pick k independent hash functions h1, h2, . . . , hk from the 4-universal hash family, and set

Sij :=
1√
k
hi(j).

You should check that the vector (C1, C2, . . . , Ck)
ᵀ of values of the k counters is nothing other than

√
k · Sx

And that the estimate C
2

=
(
1
k

∑k
i=1Ci

)2
you return is just

‖Sx‖22

Let us record two more properties of this construction:

Theorem 1 (Tug-of-War Sketch) Take a k×D matrix S whose columns are 4-wise independent
{ 1√

k
, −1√

k
}-valued random variables. Then for any x,y ∈ RD, we have

• E[ 〈Sx, Sy〉 ] = 〈x,y〉].
• Var( 〈Sx, Sy〉 ) = 2

k · ‖x‖22‖y‖22.

The proofs are very similar to the calculations in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3; note that plugging in
y = x gives us exactly the expression we got above.

Citations: This scheme is due to the Gödel prize winning paper of Noga Alon, Yossi Matias, and
Mario Szegedy. There has been a lot of interesting work on moment estimation: see, e.g., this
STOC 2011 paper of Daniel Kane, Jelani Nelson, Ely Porat and David Woodruff on getting lower
bounds for `p-norms of the vector x, and the many references therein.
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2 An Application: Approximate Matrix Multiplication

Suppose we want to multiply two square matrices A,B ∈ Rn×n. But we are happy with approximate
solutions, we don’t really want the precise answer. We are happy with some matrix C such that

C ≈ AB.

How should we measure the error? We could require that the answer is close entry-wise to the
actual answer. That is a much harder problem. Let’s aim for something weaker: we want the
“aggregate error” to be small in some sense.

Formally, the Frobenius norm of matrix M is

‖M‖F :=

√∑

i,j

M2
ij .

(It’s as though you think of the matrix as just a vector and look at its Euclidean length.) Say the
guarantee for approximate matrix multiplication we want is that

‖C −AB‖2F ≤ small.

Here’s the idea: we want to do this—

A B C=

This normally takes O(n3) time. Suppose we could find a short fat matrix S (say a k×n matrix, for
k � n) such that AB ≈ ASᵀSB. By associativity of matrix multiplication, we could first compute
(ASᵀ) and (SB) in times O(n2k), and then multiply the results in time O(nk2).

A BS> S
̂C≈

And what is this matrix S? We claim the matrix S from the previous section works pretty well,
where we set D = n. The idea is this. The ijth entry of the product AB is the dot product of the
ith row Ai? of A with the jth column B?j of B. But the properties of S from Theorem 1 give us
that

E[(Ai?S
ᵀ) · (SB?j)] = Ai? ·B?j = (AB)ij

Indeed, entries of the error matrix Y = (AB)− (ASᵀSB) satisfy

E[Yij ] = 0

and
E[Y 2

ij ] = Var(Yij) + E[Yij ]
2 = Var(Yij) ≤ 2

k‖Ai?‖22‖B?j‖22.
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So

E[‖AB −ASᵀSB‖2F ] = E[
∑

ij

Y 2
ij ] =

∑

ij

E[Y 2
ij ] = 2

k

∑
ij ‖Ai?‖22‖B?j‖22

= 2
k‖A‖2F ‖B‖2F .

Finally, setting k = 2
ε2δ

and using Markov’s inequality, you can say that for any fixed ε > 0, we can
compute an approximate matrix product C such that

‖AB − C‖F ≤ ε · ‖A‖F ‖B‖F with probability at least 1− δ,

in time O( n
2

ε2δ
). (If the matrix is sparse and contains only M << n2 entries, the time for the

product can be reduced further.)

Citations: The approximate matrix product question has been considered often, e.g., by Cohen
and Lewis using a random-walks approach. This algorithm is due to Tamás Sarlós; his paper gives
better results (you will see one of them in HW3) as well as extensions to computing SVDs faster.
Better bounds have subsequently been given by Clarkson and Woodruff.

3 Dimension Reduction to Preserve Distances

One crucial idea above was that we could take a high-dimensional vector x ∈ RD and map it down
to a low-dimensional vector Ax ∈ Rk such that certain properties were preserved. We distilled
these properties of the projection matrix S in Theorem 1. Suppose we ask for Euclidean distances
between all points in some set to be preserved? What can we say then?

Formally, we are given a set of n points {x1, x2, . . . , xn} in RD. Can we reduce the dimension these
points live in, and still maintain the Euclidean distances between the points? Say we want the
distances to be maintained exactly for now. By basic linear algebra, any set of n points lies on a
n − 1-dimensional subspace (just like any two points define a line, three points a plane); we can
always ensure that the dimension is no more than n− 1. And this is (existentially) tight: e.g., the
case when x2 − x1, x3 − x1, . . . , xn − x1 are all orthogonal vectors.

But what if we were OK with the distances being approximately preserved? The crucial observation
is that the projections we saw already achieve some distance preservation. Using the tug-of-war
estimator for F2, we showed that the estimate ‖Sx‖22 was in the range ‖x‖22(1± ε) with probability
at least 1− δ if the dimension of the image of S is at least Ω( 1

ε2δ
). So if we had n vectors, we could

take a union bound over the
(
n
2

)
pairs of them, maintain all their distances if we set δ = 1/n2. But

then the dimension required is O(n2/ε). Not good: we can already reduce n points down to n− 1
dimensions.

Can we hope to do better?

3.1 A Set with Unit Distances

Let’s start with a simple case. Suppose you had n points in Euclidean space, all at distance 1
from each other. Could you map them to a smaller dimensional space and maintain their distances
approximately.

I claim you’ve already solved this simple case. In HW#2, you saw that while there could only
be D orthogonal unit vectors in RD, there could be as many as exp(cε2D) unit vectors which are
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ε-orthogonal—i.e., whose mutual inner products all lie in [−ε, ε]. Near-orthogonality allows us to
pack exponentially more vectors!

But observe that:

‖~a−~b‖22 = 〈~a−~b,~a−~b〉 = 〈~a,~a〉+ 〈~b,~b〉 − 2〈~a,~b〉 = ‖~a‖22 + ‖~b‖22 − 2〈~a,~b〉. (2)

And hence the squared Euclidean distance between any pair of the points defined by these ε-
orthogonal vectors falls in 2(1± ε). So, if we wanted n points exactly at unit (Euclidean) distance
from each other, we would need n−1 dimensions. (Think of a triangle in 2-dims.) But if we wanted
to pack in n points which were at distance (1± ε) from each other, we could pack them into

O

(
log n

ε2

)

dimensions.

3.2 The Johnson Lindenstrauss lemma

The Johnson Lindenstrauss “flattening” lemma says that such a claim is true not just for equidistant
points, but for any set of n points in Euclidean space:

Lemma 2 (JL Flattening Lemma) Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Given any set of points X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}
in RD, there exists a map S : RD → Rk with k = O(ε−2 log n) such that

1− ε ≤ ‖Sxi − Sxj‖
2
2

‖xi − xj‖22
≤ 1 + ε.

Note that the target dimension k is independent of the original dimension D, and depends only
on the number of points n and the accuracy parameter ε. (Aside: this lemma is tight up to the
constant term: it is easy to see that we need at least Ω(1ε log n) using a packing argument. Noga

Alon showed a lower bound of Ω( logn
ε2 log 1/ε

).)

3.3 The construction

The JL lemma is pretty surprising, but the construction of the map is perhaps even more surprising:
it is a super-simple random construction. Let M be a k ×D matrix, such that every entry of M
is filled with an i.i.d. draw from a standard normal N(0, 1) distribution (a.k.a. the “Gaussian”
distribution). Define

S :=
1√
k
M.

The point x ∈ RD is mapped to Sx. That’s it. You hit the vector x with a Gaussian matrix M ,
and scale it down by

√
k. That’s the map S. Note that it is a linear map: Sx + Sy = S(x + y).

Now suppose we could show the following lemma:

Lemma 3 (The JL Sketch) Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2). If S is constructed as above with k = O(ε−2 log δ−1),
and x ∈ RD is a unit vector (i.e., ‖x‖2 = 1), then

Pr[‖Sx‖22 ∈ (1± ε)] ≥ 1− δ.
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I claim we’d get a proof of Lemma 2. Why? Set δ = 1/n2, and hence k = O(ε−2 log n). Now for
each xi,xj ∈ X we get that the squared length of the unit vector

xi−xj
‖xi−xj‖2 is maintained to within

1 ± ε with probability at least 1 − 1/n2. Since the map is linear, we know that S(αx) = αSx,
and hence the length of the non-unit vector xi − xj is in (1± ε)‖xi − xj‖2 with probability 1/n2.
Now by a union bound, all

(
n
2

)
pairs of distances in

(
X
2

)
are maintained with probability at least

1−
(
n
2

)
1
n2 ≥ 1/2. This proves Lemma 2.

A few comments about this construction:

• Compare this construction to the tug-of-war estimator in Section 1.2. The matrix is much
shorter: only O( log 1/δ

ε2
) instead of O(1/δ

ε2
). This is the real improvement in this construction.

What did we have to pay to get this better result? Firstly, we need Gaussian entries instead
of {+1,−1}. This is not really a problem: one can get the same result with {+1,−1} entries
but the proof is a little more involved. But the real change is that all entries are indepen-
dent in this construction. In the tug-of-war construction, we just needed any 4 columns to
behave independently—the rows were draws from a 4-universal hash family. Here we have
full independence and hence can use stronger concentration bounds.

• The above proof shows not only the existence of a good map, we also get that a random
map as above works with constant probability! In other words, a Monte-Carlo randomized
algorithm for dimension reduction. (Since we can efficiently check that the distances are
preserved to within the prescribed bounds, we can convert this into a Las Vegas algorithm.)

• The algorithm (at least the Monte Carlo version) does not even look at the set of points X: it
works for any set X with high probability. Hence, we can pick this map A before the points
in X arrive.

3.4 The proof

Now, on to the proof of Lemma 3. Here’s the main idea. Imagine that the vector we’re considering is
just the elementary unit vector e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Then M e1 is just a vector with independent and
identical Gaussian values, and we’re interested in its length—the sum of squares of these Gaussians.
If these were bounded r.v.s, we’d be done—but they are not. However, their tails are very small,
so things should work out.

What I mean is: look at a Gaussian N(0, 1) r.v.: it’s density looks like this:

Which is not too different from this (bounded) random variable, if you squint a bit (a lot):

And the square of this r.v. has constant mean. So, if we take a sum of a bunch of squares of such
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random variables, it should concentrate strongly around pretty much like its mean (which is ∝ k).
The concentration is because of a Hoeffding-like argument. And so the length is concentrated close
to
√
k, which explains the division by

√
k.

Now we just need to make all this precise, and remove the assumption that the vector was just
e1. That’s what the rest of the formal proof does: it has a few steps, but each of them is fairly
elementary. And the technique is very general.

3.5 The proof, this time for real

We’ll be using basic facts about Gaussians, let’s just recall them. The probability density function
for the Gaussian N(µ, σ2) is

f(x) = 1√
2πσ

e
(x−µ)2

2σ2 .

We also use the following; the proof just needs some elbow grease.

Proposition 4 If Y1 ∼ N(µ1, σ
2
1) and Y2 ∼ N(µ2, σ

2
2) are independent, then

Y1 + Y2 ∼ N(µ1 + µ2, σ
2
1 + σ22).

Recall that we want to argue about the squared length of Sx ∈ Rk. To start off, observe that each
coordinate of the vector Mx behaves like

Y ∼ (G1, G2, . . . , GD) · x =
∑

xiGi

where the Gi’s are i.i.d. N(0, 1) r.v.s. But then the proposition tells us that Y ∼ N(0, x21 + x22 +
. . .+ x2D). And since x is a unit length vector, this is simply N(0, 1). So, each of the k coordinates
of Mx behaves just like an independent Gaussian!

What is the squared length of Sx = 1√
k
Mx, then? It is

Z :=
k∑

i=1

1

k
· Y 2

i

where each Yi ∼ N(0, 1), independent of the others. And since E[Y 2
i ] = Var(Yi) + E[Yi]

2 = 1, we
get E[Z] = 1.

Now to show that Z does not deviate too much from 1. And Z is the sum of a bunch of independent
and identical random variables. If only the Yi’s were all bounded, we could have used a Hoeffding
bound and be done. But these are not bounded r.v.s, so we’ll need to do a little work. The
concentration bound we will prove in the next (optional) subsection is:

Theorem 5 For Z defined above,

Pr[Z ≥ (1 + ε)] ≤ e−kε2/8.

Pr[Z ≤ (1− ε)] ≤ e−kε2/8.

To recap, we observed that ‖Sx‖22 is distributed like a sum of squares of Gaussians, and then the
above concentration bound for such random variables shows that

Pr[‖Sx‖22 6∈ 1± ε] ≤ exp(−kε2/8) ≤ δ/2
for k = 8

ε2
ln 2

δ . This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.
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3.5.1 Proof of Theorem 5?

For the “upper tail”, we look at:

Pr[Z ≥ 1 + ε] ≤ Pr[etkZ ≥ etk(1+ε)] ≤ E[etkZ ]/etk(1+ε) =
∏

i

(
E[etY

2
i ]/et(1+ε)

)
(3)

for every t > 0. And what is E[etY
2
] for Y ∼ N(0, 1)? Let’s calculate it:

1√
2π

∫

y
ety

2
e−y

2/2dy =
1√
2π

∫

z
e−z

2/2 dz√
1− 2t

=
1√

1− 2t
. (4)

for t < 1/2. So our current bound on the upper tail is that for all t ∈ (0, 1/2) we have

Pr[Z ≥ (1 + ε)] ≤
(

1

et(1+ε)
√

1− 2t

)k
.

Let’s just focus on part of this expression:

(
1

et
√

1− 2t

)
= exp

(
−t− 1

2
log(1− 2t))

)

= exp
(
(2t)2/4 + (2t)3/6 + · · ·

)
≤ exp

(
t2(1 + 2t+ 2t2 + · · · )

)

= exp(t2/(1− 2t)).

Plugging this back, we get

Pr[Z ≥ (1 + ε)] ≤
(

1

et(1+ε)
√

1− 2t

)k

≤ exp(kt2/(1− 2t)− ktε) ≤ e−kε2/8,

if we set t = ε/4 and use the fact that 1−2t ≥ 1/2 for ε ≤ 1/2. (Note: this setting of t also satisfies
t ∈ (0, 1/2), which we needed from our previous calculations.) A similar calculation bounds the
lower tail.

A different proof observes that the squares of Gaussians are chi-squared r.v.s, the sum of k of them
is chi-squared with k degrees of freedom, and the Internet conveniently has concentration bounds
for these things.)

Citations: The JL Lemma was first proved in this paper of Bill Johnson and Joram Lindenstrauss.
There have been several proofs after theirs, usually trying to tighten their results, or simplify the
algorithm/proof (see citations in some of the newer papers): the proof is some combination of
the proofs in this STOC ’98 paper of Piotr Indyk and Rajeev Motwani, and this paper by Sanjoy
Dasgupta and myself.

3.6 Extensions

There is a lot of recent work on JL transforms and their variants: how do use less randomness, do
them faster, get better parameters for well-behaved point sets, etc. Here are some pointers. For
more recent work, look online, or come by and I can point you to more resources.
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• Fewer Random Bits. Instead of the entries of the k × D matrix M being Gaussians, we
could have chosen them to be unbiased {−1,+1} r.v.s. The claim in Lemma 3 goes through
almost unchanged! And one can do better: this is related to speeding up the process (by
making the projection matrix S sparse and better behaved) — read the next bullet point.

• Fast JL Transform. Ideally we would like M to be very sparse. Then we would need to
choose very few random variables. Also, if M were sparse, then we could compute Sx =
1√
k
Mx in time much smaller than O(kD). But sparsity in M creates a problem. In this

case, if the vector x is also sparse, we start getting into trouble. Look at any entry (Mx)i =∑
jMijxj—most entries in the sum will be zero, so this sum will depend on very few entries.

And hence the length ‖Mx‖22 will have high variance. To control this variance we will need
to pick k much larger.

The idea (due to Ailon and Chazelle) is to do a length-preserving transformation that converts
sparse vectors into dense ones. This is the discrete Fourier (or Hadamard) transform. The
idea is that due to the “uncertainty principle”, a sparse vector will be dense after the Fourier
transform. And hence one can preprocess sparse vectors to make them dense, and then hit
them with a sparse M matrix.

Of course, the problem is that dense vectors may become sparse due to the transform, so you
need to be careful. It turns out a little randomness can take care of this. Indeed, to create
one JL transform that handles all vectors (not just sparse or dense ones), they propose the
following operation:

Tx :=
1√
kD

PHDRx

where R is a random {+1,−1} valued diagonal matrix, HD is the Hadamard matrix of size
D×D, and P is a sparse Gaussian k×D matrix picked with the right parameters. Since (a) R
is a diagonal matrix, (b) we can do the fast Fourier transform in O(D logD) time, and (c) P
is a sparse matrix, the entire transformation x → Tx can be done in O(D logD + k log2D)
time, much faster than the naive O(kD) time.

• Manifolds. As mentioned above, there is an (almost) matching lower bound on the trade-off
between dimension and the stretch. If you want (1 ± ε) then you cannot do better than
Ω( logn

ε2 log 1/ε
). This is even true for n points all at distance 1 from each other.

But if your data is “well-behaved” you might do better. E.g., if your data lies on a low-
dimensional manifold whose curvature is not large, then Clarkson shows better parameters
work for JL.
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